
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1st WOT                    Parc Ferme     2nd PEG 
Steve Murrey, Allan Tucker, Chris Dillon        Paul de Latour, Eben Brand, Gill Andrews 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3rd RAINBOW RACING     4th 3 GUYS     5th TEAM PIP U 
Alex Johnson, Brian Luey, Chris Parkes    Brian Dunweg, Tim Fellows, Ron Thornton  Paul Lebreton, Ivan Bailey, Paul Caplan 

 

2022 NZSCA 1/24th scale National 8-hour Enduro 
Wellington Slot Car Club 

Saturday 7th May 2022 

“Faster than last year, even tighter at the front, and a lot less carnage than we expected” 

After multiple re-scheduling’s to avoid the “Omicron wave” the annual NZSCA 1/24th scale Enduro took place 
with five teams competing. 

Last year’s winner Rainbow Racing had a new line up, replacing a recuperating Russell Levy with Brian Luey, 
and then at the last moment replacing Paul Belchambers with Alex Johnston after Paul became a household 
contact. 

The race commenced at a cracking pace, WOT setting a new record for lap totals in a single stint – 618, with 
PEG only three laps behind on 615.  In the second hour Rainbow moved up to 2nd while PEG had a tough 
time on Purple with a premature tire change and braid issues, not to mention some “traffic”, and dropped 
to 3rd letting WOT get 56 laps ahead. 3 Guys were 4th and PIP U 5th .  In the fourth hour PEG took back 2nd 
place from Rainbow and so it stayed until the fifth hour when PIP U passed 3 Guys for 4th place. 

The second and seventh stints were to prove crucial.  In the second, WOT stretched their lead over PEG to 
69 laps, then saw that lead be slowly whittled away.  In the seventh stint WOT lost time on yellow with tall 
tires and a body change, and PEG closed to 23 laps.  

Going into the last hour with WOT on orange and PEG on green, it looked as though they could be caught, 
but in the end WOT stayed ahead by 14 laps, very close and even tighter than last year’s 18 lap margin for 
Rainbow. And the overall distance covered was a massive 88 laps more than the 2021 winner. 

The cars were slightly faster, everyone got by on one motor, there was less tire wear, and possibly the track 
had a little more grip. Although it is called an Enduro, it felt like an eight hour sprint race! 



In their own words: 

3 Guys - Tim Fellows: 

“Having never driven an enduro before, the team 
running was a jump into the deep end.  It is interesting 
to manage your drivers’ expectations.  The car had some 
good stints, body changed after lane 4 and again after 
lane 5 as carnage took its toll.  We left one set of tyres 
on too long which cost us dearly. Engine was poking out 
of the bottom of chassis at one stage after some rough 
landings but didn’t break the solder joints.  Overall a 
great day”  

Team PIP U – Ivan Bailey: 

“We descended upon Wellington like a bunch of Gold Cards (thanks Winston) and a middle aged racer without a bus 
pass.  For the out-of-towners Friday practice day starts at 3am to make flights and road trips to the capital.  Captain 
Caplan set the mood by sleeping through his alarm and missing his flight.  Best to get the big issues out of the way 
before race day! 

After much deliberation and testing no less than seven cars on Friday, we settled on one just in time to get some rest 
and return for race day.  Ahhh race day…  Prepare for everything, and get nothing you prepared for. 

Thankfully, we ran all day with one motor. It did try to part 
company with the car a few times, ran hot - very hot, but it 
didn't die.  Upon autopsy, one brush was found to be close 
to exiting the brush hood in the internal direction.  Our sum 
total of expended parts was approximately 5 sets of rubber, 
a pair of braid and one gear/hub/axle combination due to 
a rider situation.  We did use both bodies but by no means 
wrote them off, which was a step up from last year's 
infamous rice paper bodies. 

Hydrating and snacking are a big part of a good enduro outing and we put in our best possible performance on the 
refreshments front.  The car was consistently fast and drivers at times sharp enough to make good use of that.  Team 
PIP U recorded the fastest single lap of the day on white lane of all places.  We couldn't complain about mechanical 
performance.  Our race on the day was with the 3 Guys team, trading places a few times as the hours passed.  Long 
may it last and see you next time.” 

Rainbow Racing - Chris Parkes:  

“Once we finally got a team, and overcame poor 
qualifying, (Editor’s note: they sandbagged shamelessly 
to derive strategic advantage) we had a dream run, 
tyres every 2 hours, braids at halfway.  Replaced body 
at halfway as small tear on front corner, only to have 
that body smashed in the next heat and having to go 
back to original which lasted to the end.  Newbies did 
well, all in all a good day!” 

PEG – Eben Brand: 

“The motor we ran has now completed 2 enduros, with 
a few hours of practice runs on the Fridays.  I also ran it 
in club races for about half the races last year.  I replaced 
the brushes on Sunday and it still sounds great!  We 
found that the JK-D100s we started with didn't last 2 
hours, so we lost a few laps when we had to change 
them.  The Brazil rubber lasted 3 hours!  For the last 
1hr20min we tried to switch it up to see if we could do 
something different to catch WOT, so we went to 



Piranha Aug 21's (they barely lasted the short stint we did on them...), but I think by then with brush wear we lost some 
power.  We all thought we could have done with a little more grip, but that's probably more down to the rubber we 
chose than the track.  Gill and I thought that Paul preferred to run with less grip, so we picked tyres to suit him, and we 
adapted and got slower, especially in the gutters, then later Paul told Gill he could have done with a bit more grip!! 

We only used one body, and only lost the 7 laps while we switched tyres for Gill on purple.  No mechanical or other 
issues.” 

WOT – Chris Dillon: 

“A very clean run, used Allan Tuckers ’21 Piranhas, only 
three pair for the entire 8 hours.  

The car was super smooth and almost silent.  Only drama 
was a chipped gear but we drove through it and it 
quietened down and was barely discernible at the end.  If 
PEG had done as many laps on Purple as they did on 
Black it would have been a dead heat!” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next Event 

New Zealand Slot Car Association 
2022 RTR Nationals 

Nelson Slot Racers 
10 Monaco View, Stoke, Nelson 

Friday 3rd to Sunday 5th June 2022 


